






















I. Prelude: May Kasahara 
II. Isabel Archer: My Last Duchess 
III. Palilalia: Iphigenia 
IV. Voilà Minuit: Lucille Duplessis 
V. Mad Scene: Emma Bovary 
VI. The Owl and the Wren: Lady MacDuff 
















A killing jar is a tool used by entomologists to kill butterflies and other insects without damaging their bodies: a hermitically sealable glass container, lined with 
poison, in which the specimen will quickly suffocate. Voices from the Killing Jar is a seven movement work which depicts a series of female protagonists caught in 
their own kinds of killing jars: hopeless situations, inescapable fates, impossible fantasies, and other unlucky circumstances. Their jailers, the ones screwing the lid on 
tight, are sometimes friends or lovers, sometimes strangers, and sometimes themselves, their longings and ambitions and delusions.  Voices from the Killing Jar visits 
these women only for a diary entry or a scene or a chapter in their lives, lets them speak for a moment, and then returns them to history and myth. 
 
The world in which these characters live for the span of this piece is constructed from among the countless possible sonic environments of the seven-member Wet 
Ink Core Ensemble, which includes: Kate Soper, soprano/clarinet/piano/percussion; Erin Lesser, flutes; Alex Mincek, clarinet/tenor saxophone; Ian Antonio, 
percussion; Eric Wubbels, piano; Sam Pluta, electronics player/baritone.  Additional players may be used to accommodate the doubling in the case of performances 
by other ensembles (see instrumentation page). 
 
Notes on Individual Movements 
 
I.  Prelude: May Kasahara  ( 6' )  -  Sop/pno,  picc/fl /b.  f l . ,  cl / tenor sax,  pc,  pno,  vn,  l ive  and taped electroni cs:  text by Ka te Soper  
 
The titular sixteen year-old of Haruki Murakami's The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle speculates on the true nature of the force underlying all human existence. In increasingly 
agitated fragments, she describes the essential malevolence of this force and admits its influence on her to commit acts of violence and cruelty. 
 
II.  Isabel  Archer:  My Last Duchess  (4.5' )  (B. fl . ,  cl . ,  tenor sax,  pc. ,  pno.,  vn. ,  tape: tex ts by Henry James and Robert  Browning 
 
The heroine of Henry James' Portrait of a Lady, whose disastrous marriage to a soulless Machiavellian ends all hope for the future, is personified in a gradually collapsing 
clarinet tremolo.  Set to excerpts from a 19th century dramatic monologue by Robert Browning. 
 
III.  Pali lal ia:  Iphigenia  (7.5' )  -  Sop/pc,  fl ,  cl / tenor sax,  pc,  pno,  vn,  l i ve and taped electronics:  text by Ka te Soper  
 
"Palilalia" is the pathological repetition of a word or phrase.  Sometime before the events of Aeschylus' Agamemnon, Clytemnestra sends a prayer for bloodshed to Artemis, 
instructions to her murdered daughter in Hades, and a grim warning to her absent husband Agamemnon. 
 
IV. Voilà Minuit:  Luci le Duplessi s (6' )  – Sop (speaker )/pc,  picc/fl /b.  f l ,  cl / tenor sax,  pc,  pno,  vn/tp t:  text by Luci le Duplessis)  
 
Lucille Desmoulins (née Duplessis) was executed by guillotine at age 24, a few months after the execution of her husband, the important French Revolutionary figure Camile 
Desmoulins.  Voilà Minuit sets excerpts from a journal kept as an extravagantly moody young girl, full of undirected angst and bloodthirsty charm. 
 
V. Mad Scene: Emma Bovary (7.5' )  -  Sop,  bar,  f l ,  tenor sax,  pc,  pn,  vn:  texts by Gus tave Flauber t and Lorenzo da  Ponte 
 
In an unforgettable scene in Flaubert's Madame Bovary, the notorious Emma Bovary is thrown into agonizing raptures during a night at the opera.  This event is depicted in 
Voices with a surprise appearance from Count Almaviva of Mozart's Le Nozze di Figaro. 
 
VI.   Lady Macduf f:  the Owl and the Wren  ( 4' )  -  Sop/pc,  picc/b.  fl ,  cl / tenor sax,  sop. recorder,  pc,  vn,  l i ve and taped electronics:  tex t by Ka te 
Soper 
 
In one of the most chilling scenes of Shakespeare's Macbeth, the wife of Macbeth's eventual vanquisher is murdered, along with her children, on order from the increasingly 
paranoid sovereign.  The Owl and the Wren is a lullaby she sings to her children, distorted by the terror of her intimations of approaching violent death. 
 
VII.  Her Voice is  Ful l  of Money (A Deathless Song):  Daisy Buchanan  ( 6' )  -  Sop,  fl /b.  f l ,  cl / sax,  pc/male speaker,  pno,  vn/tp t,  l ive  and taped 
electroni cs 
 
Several characters in F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby rhapsodize endlessly on the potent and irresistible qualities of the voice of Daisy Buchanan, who both speaks and 
sings in this movement.  This elusive power is eventually reduced by Gatsby himself to one of sheer commercial value: "her voice is full of money." 
 





Soprano needs: one pair of thimble gloves (see below), B♭ clarinet (or share with saxophonist/clarinetist), one china cymbal, tambourine, sandpaper blocks 
(share with percussionist), small triangle and beater (share with percussionist), low tom and mallet (can share with percussionist) 




B♭ Clarinet/Tenor Saxophone 
 
Piano/soprano recorder 
Pianist also needs: thimble gloves (share with soprano: see above) 
 
Percussion 
Percussion list: small triangle, sandpaper blocks, small woodblock, snare drum, small hand drum, 2 toms (low-med), crotales (2 octaves), wine glass tuned 
to C4, suspended cymbal, pin chimes, shell chimes, small hand drum, corrugated metal tube, bass bow, superball mallet.  (Additional percussion required 
for soprano: suspended china cymbal, tambourine.) 
 
Violin/B♭ trumpet 
Violinist/trumpet player also needs: guitar pick, violin mute, brass straight mute. 
 
Electronics (should be cued/mixed by one performer – Max patches and sound files available upon request from composers: katepsoper@gmail.com) 
Soprano should always be amplified.  Percussionist needs a vocal mic for movement VII: other instruments may need to be amplified as well for balance.  
In addition, the following movements use electronics: 
 
Mvt. I: Live electronic processing of soprano (max patch) plus 4 pre-recorded tracks triggered live 
Mvt. II: 15 pre-recorded tracks triggered live 
Mvt. III: 5 pre-recorded tracks triggered live 
Mvt. IV: no electronics (soprano amplified) 
Mvt. V: no electronics (soprano amplified).  Electronics player sings from control booth/laptop setup. 
Mvt. VI: Live electronic processing (max patch) plus 4 pre-recorded tracks triggered live 
Mvt. VII: Live processing (max patch) on soprano and percussionist (voice only) 
      
A Note on the doubling 
 
The unusual doubling in Voices from the Killing Jar reflects the skill sets of performers for whom the piece was written.  Non-standard doublings consist of the 
following: 
 
Soprano: accompanies herself on piano (at advanced/intermediate level), plays clarinet (at beginner lever), and accompanies herself on percussion (at beginner level) 
Violinist: plays trumpet (at intermediate level) 
Electronics performer: sings a Mozart aria (baritone range, intermediate/advanced level) 
 
If played by groups whose members do not double on these instruments, the following adjustments are suggested: 
 
Mvt. I: The first and second piano parts in movement I may be swapped if the vocalist is not able to play the piano I part. 
Mvt. II: The clarinet part is extremely easy and can be played by anyone who is able to produce sustained pitches on the clarinet.  The instrument may be shared by 
the vocalist and the saxophonist/clarinetist.  If this is unacceptable, an eighth player may be used for the second clarinet part: in this case, the soprano should walk 
offstage during the prelude to mvt. II and re-enter during the vamped opening of movement III. 
Mvt. III: The soprano's cymbal part in movement III is very simple and playable by any performer. 
Mvt. IV: The soprano's percussion part is very simple and playable by any performer. An additional player may be used for the trumpet part, in which he or she 
should come on stage during the final moments of mvt. III (violinist remains onstage). 
Mvt. V: A guest performer may be used for the baritone part.  This player should not be noticeable from the start of the movement and should either perform from 
somewhere other than the stage (i.e., from the back of the hall or the aisle) or should enter the stage at the moment he begins to sing and sing from the piano crook 
or from extreme stage right. 
Mvt. VI: The recorder part is very simple and should be playable by the pianist. 































against top teeth on
syllable "f"
tremolo lower lip
against top teeth on
syllable "fs"
air from the back































Soprano (for mvt. II clarinet technique, see "Woodwinds")
Mvt.III: mictrotonally inflect line in both directions so that each note is a slightly 
different pitch, always within a quarter tone of the written pitch. 
Mvt.III air sounds:
Mvt.III cymbal technique (for soprano):
"Thimble gloves:" attach metal thimbles to the three middle fingers of  two cotton gloves with fabric glue.  Cut off  top of  glove's thumb and pinkie.  Same pair used by piano 1,  mvt. I 
(preferably played by soprano and by pianist, mvt. VII..
Scrape side of thumbnail over 
surface for duration of 1st note: 
release and let ring on tied note.
Lightly tap cymbal with 
thumbs (let ring sempre) 
Scrape surface with 
thimbles and release/ 
let ring on tied note.
Bounce open palms 
forcefully against 
cymbal ("soft mallet" 
sound).
Grasp cymbal with thumbs on top 
and scrape thimbles along 
underside: release/let ring on tied 
note.
Mvt.V
Changes in affect in mvt. V should be as extreme and sudden as possible.
Low growled vocal fry
Gradually change from nasal "N" to nasal vowel with 
extreme vocal fry (pitch obscured but identifiable) Short, heavily accented grunt 
(like a voiced cough) Rapid, unintelligible but speech-like babbling
Spin cymbal on stand 
with LH while holding 
RH  thimbles against 
surface (spin once & let 
come to rest)
Baritone (see "Electronics")
Baritone should not be visible to the audience until the moment he begins to sing.  Sing either from somewhere other than the stage (i.e., the back of the hall or the aisle), or, if on stage, 















































































































































































Short, percussive sound.  
(Flute/trumpet: produce the 
syllable "t."  Sax/cl: bounce 
tongue against reed.)
Completely cover embouchure hole and forcibly 
seal it with the tongue. Will produce a pitch 
sounding a major seventh lower than written.
Blow air through instrument.
Clar/sax/trumpet: pitchless white 
noise (finger any pitch). Flute: 
pitch will be audible (finger 
written pitch).
Speak syllable(s) into instrument
(pitch will be audible).
Mvt. II, flute/sax: where symbol 
appears, sing while continuing to play 
(as close to played pitch as possible).
Mvt. II, clarinet (preferably played by soprano): using the specified fingering (holes not pictures are left open), rapidly tremolo the four right-hand trill keys with the 
index, middle, and ring fingertips to produce a "bissbigliando" sound.  If  the right hand cannot support the instrument in this position, rest the instrument on the 
leg.  Pitches give in the score will be approximate and microtonal: the "normal" note of  the give fingering should not sound.  The trill should be played as seamlessly 
and continuously as possible with unobtrusive breaks for air.  Written pitches are equal-tempered approximations of  the resulting sound.
Multiphonics - flute
Multiphonics - clar/sax
Continuous rearticulation as fast 
as possible: tonguing should be 
soft: effect similar to an amplitude 
vibrato or a Monteverdi trill.
Timbral trill: trill different 
fingerings for same note (slight 
microtonal variation o.k.)
Completely cover embouchure 
hole and flutter air.  Sound should 
be loud, low, and hollow. Overblow: play note loud enough to 
produce partials.
Trill 5/6 trill keys while playing 
specified pitches: will result in a 
wobbly, pigeon-like tremolo.
Mvt. VII: speak into flute, entirely covering embouchure hole (sound will be 
extremely muffled).  When "keys" is indicated, rapidly finger random pithces 
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struck pitch
sounding pitch (all pitches approx. 1/4 tone lower)
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rattle bolts (both hands)
thimble gloves
mic 1 (voc. I)
Electonics player
(In audience - sings from here in V)
Percussion
Mvt. I: small triangle, sandpaper blocks, 2 toms (low/hi), wine glass tuned to C4, superball mallet
Mvt. II: 2 toms (low/hi)
Mvt. III: 2 toms (low/hi), crotales (2 octaves), bow
Mvt. IV: suspended cymbal, low tom, woodblock, snare drum, crotales, bow
Mvt. V: small triangle, suspended cymbal, 2 toms (low/hi), woodblock, snare drum, wine glass tuned to B4, corrugated plastic tube, crotales, bow, superball mallet
Mvt. VI: small hand drum, suspended cymbal
Mvt. VII: pin chimes, shell chimes, triangle, suspended cymbal, crotales, bow
Piano
Mvt. I piano preparation, mvt. I (from top of piece until m.43)
Block with kneadable eraser:
pitchless "woodblock" sound
Prepare string with kneadable eraser on node so that 7th 
partial sounds clearly (will not be equal tempered). Weigh 
eraser down with small piece of metal (e.g. small bolt or nail).
Prepare string with weighted kneadable eraser so 
that 3rd partial sounds clearly.
Thimble gloves: attach metal thimbles to the three 
middle fingers of  two cotton gloves with fabric glue.  Cut 
off  top of  glove's thumb and pinkie to allow keyboard 
playing by these fingers.  (Also used by sop, mvt. III.)
"Rattle bolts:" rattle thimbled fingers against bolts on 
frame near highest register of  keyboard.
Scrape roll: rapidly slide mallet or brushes 
back and forth without lifting off the surface.
Buzz roll: allow mallet to bounce 
on instrument. Crotales: damp ringing note on symbol
Mark nodes with string or tape on C2 and B3 so that 
harmonics sounding C4 (mvt. I, m.55) and B5 (mvt. V, m.11) 
may be located in performance (touch node lightly and play 
key to sound harmonic).
Scratch and pluck 
highest octave of  strings 
with fingernails: a high, 
tinkling, unpitched 
sound.
Scape one of  the 
lower-octave coil-wrapped 
strings with a coin or pic 
(sound should be 
continuous, not hitched).
&72 ¿>
growl ¿ œbmolto vib.growl œœœœ
# œœœœ&
strum with pic






Max/MSP or Max Runtime required.  All sound files and max patches available from composer: katepsoper@gmail.com
Electronics performer may also take baritone role in movement VII (preferably).  In this case, the performer should sing from where he normally sits to play the electornics.  
If inside a booth or otherwise aurally separated from the concert hall, he may come into the hall and stand near the back.
"Growl:"extreme bow pressure, 
completely pitchless.  When tied 
to a normal notehead: growl on 
the fingered note and seamlessly 
emerge from growl to pitch.
Mvt. VI: hold violin like 
a guitar (neck in LH, 
RH strumming) and 
strum with pic.
Add bow pressure: sound 
will become distorted but 
pitch should still be audible.
Voices  from the Kill ing Jar : texts 
 
I. Prelude: May Kasahara 
 
way down inside there's a — 
tiny and hard as — 
inside of each living— 
all the way down into— 
 
deep down and biding its— 
waiting for the chance to— 
in darkness, feeding on— 
clawing its way out from the— 
 
 
through the window 
 
over the lawn 
 
time moves back 
and forth. 
 
A is B. 
 
 
growing faster than— 
tearing the life from— 
devouring from in— 
breaks your body into— 
 
 
believe me capable of— 
push you all the way down— 
if just to show a living— 






II. Isabel Archer: My Last Duchess: prelude text (in tape) 
 
She had had the best of everything, and had never known anything 
particularly unpleasant.  She regarded the world as a place of brightness, 
of free expansion, of irresistible action. She had an infinite hope that she 
should never do anything wrong. That always struck her as the worst 
thing that could happen to her. 
 
She had done her best to be just and temperate, to see only the truth. She 
had taken all the first steps in the purest confidence, and then she had 
suddenly found life to be a dark, narrow alley, with a dead wall at the 
end. A sense of darkness and suffocation took possession of her. 
 
The shadows had begun to gather. With incredulous terror she had taken 
the measure of her dwelling. It was the house of darkness, the house of 
dumbness, the house of suffocation. Between these four walls she had 
lived ever since. They were to surround her for the rest of her life. 
 
 






















II. Isabel Archer: My Last Duchess: movement text (in 
tape) 
 
That's my last Duchess painted on the wall, 
Looking as if she were alive. 
Will it please you sit and look at her? 
 
'twas not 
Her husband's presence only, called that spot 
Of joy into the Duchess' cheek. 
 
She had a heart….too soon made glad. 
She liked whatever she looked on, 
And her looks went everywhere. 
 
Who'd stoop to blame 
this sort of trifling?  Even had you skill 
In speech to make your will 
 
 
Quite clear to such a one, and say, "Just this 
Or that in you disgusts me;" 
 
Even then would be some stooping; and I choose 
Never to stoop. 
 
            ….She smiled, no doubt, 
Whenever I passed her; but who passed without 
Much the same smile? 
 
      This grew; I gave commands; 
Then all smiles stopped. 
 
There she stands 
As if alive.  Will't please you rise? 
 
 
- Robert Browning 
   adapted from My Last Duchess (1848) 
III. Palilalia: Iphigenia 
 
Lady of Arrows 
Give me the quiver 
Bring in the quarry 
Goddess of Beasts 
 
When the horizon 
Echoes with fire 
Twin of Apollo 
Teach me the hunt 
 
Iphigenia! Iphigenia! Iphigenia! Iphigenia! 
 
Iphigenia 
Girl of Tears 
Bled like a yearling 
Fed to the winds 
 
Down to the ferry 
I send your assassin 
Rush him with mercy 
To kill him again 
 
Iphigenia! Iphigenia! Iphigenia! Iphigenia! 
 
HOUSE OF ATREUS 
I wait for ruin 
Plotting the trial 
Rigging my nets 
 
Soon, Agamemnon 
An act meets an action 
A Daughter of Leda 
Strikes for the dead 
 
Iphigenia! Iphigenia! Iphigenia! Iphigenia! 
 
 
- Kate Soper 
 
IV. Voilà Minuit: Lucile Duplessis 
 
Du journal de Lucile Duplessis, 1788, Samedi le 26 Juillet. 
 
Je suis comme une personne dont l'esprit et absent.  Je ne me 
comprend pas, je ne sais porquoi je pense ni pourquoi je parle.  Je 
ne sais ce qui me fait agir.  Enfin, je suis comme une machine.  Je ne 
puis exprimer ce que je suis.  Je ne puis comprendre ce que c'est que 
mon etre.  Ah, la mort et preferable à cet espece d'aneantissement. 
 
Je ne desire rien.  Je ne desire que de n'avoir jamais existe. 
 
*** 
CE QUE JE FERAIS SI J'ÉTAIS À SA PLACE. 
 
Si le destin m'avait placée sur le trône, si j'étais reine enfin, je 
n'attendrais pas le moment où un populace effréné viendrait 
m'arracher de mon palais….je voudrais en mourant en imposer à 
l'univers entier! 
 
Trois jours avant ma mort, je ferias savoir au people mes intentions.  
Au fond [d'une vaste enceinte, et vis-à-vis [un] bûcher, je ferias 
dresser un autel. 
 
Pendant ces trois jours j'irais au pied de cet autel, prier le grant 
maître de l'univers – le troisième jour pour expirer…cetter cérémonie 
se ferait à la lueur des flambeaux, à minuit! 
 
*** 
Voilà minuit qui sonne.  Quel silence….tout le monde dort.  Qu'est-
ce qui se passé par toute la terre?  Y-a-t'il seulment un etre qui pense 
à moi?  Si j'entendois un coup de tonnerre, qu'il me feroit de plaisir. 
 
J'ai la rage dans le couer!  Coulez mes pleurs, coulez, soulagé ma 
douleur, où plutôt consumé-moi!  Perisse ma memoire, que je sois 








From the journal of Lucile Duplessis, 1788, Saturday July 26. 
 
I am utterly without spirit.  I don't understand myself, I don't 
know why I think or speak, why I do anything.  I feel like a 
machine.  I can't express myself, I can't understand anything 
about what I am.  Ah…death would be better than feeling so 
annihilated 
 
I have no desires.  I only wish that I'd never been born. 
 
*** 
WHAT I WOULD HAVE DONE IN HER PLACE. 
 
If destiny had placed me on the throne, if it was I who were 
Queen, I would not wait for my enraged subjects to come 
snatch me from my palace…I would want my death to be felt 
by the entire universe! 
 
Three days before my death, I would reveal my intentions to 
my people. At the bottom of an huge pit, facing a pyre, I 
would construct an alter.  
 
During these three days I would come to the alter to pray to 
the great master of the universe – on the third day, to die! 
This ceremony would take place by torchlight, at midnight! 
 
*** 
Midnight's tolling.  What silence…the whole world's asleep.  
What is happening over all the world?  Isn't there anyone 
thinking of me?  It would be so wonderful to hear thunder… 
 
My heart is full of rage!  Flow my tears, flow, soothe my pain, 
or else consume me!  Let my memory perish, reduce me to 
ashes so the winds can disperse them all over the world… 
 
 
- Adapted from the journals of Lucile Duplessis (trans. Kate 
Soper) 
V. Mad Scene: Emma Bovary (soprano) 
 
Il devait avoir…un intarissable amour! 
 
Nous nous serions connus, nous nous serions aimées! 
Avec toi…cette vie splendide…avec toi! 
 
 Folie – il me regarde! 
 
Je veux me réfugier en ta force, comme dans 











V. Mad Scene: Emma Bovary (baritone) 
 
Cosa sento?                               
In qual laccio cadea?                   
Perfidi! io voglio di tal modo punirvi,  
A piacer mio la sentenza sarà.          
 
Vedrò mentr'io sospiro felice un servo mio? 
E un ben che invan desio, ei posseder dovrà?                   
Chi in me destò un affetto, che per me poi non ha?              
  
Ah no! lasciar in pace non vo' questo contento,             
Tu non nascesti, audace, per dare a me tormento,              
E forse ancor per ridere di mia infelicità!                
Già la speranza sola delle vendette mie                    





V. (soprano - translation) 
 
His love must be inexhaustible! 
 
We would have met, we would have fallen in love! 
With you…this splendid life…with you! 
 
Madness – he's looking at me! 
 
I want to take refuge in your strength, as in the 
incarnation of love itself! 
 
Lift me up, take me away! 
 
For you, for you!  All my longings and all my dreams! 
 
 
- Adapted from Madame Bovary by Gustave Flaubert 
(trans. Kate Soper) 
 
 
V. (baritone - translation) 
 
What's this? 
What trap have I fallen into? 
Scoundrels! I'll find a way to punish you! 
I'll find a fitting sentence. 
 
Shall I sigh, while I see one of my servants happy? 
And the one who I desire in vain, shall he have her? 
[She] who arouses an unrequited passion in me? 
 
Ah no! I won't leave them to their happiness, 
You weren't born, rash one, to torment me, 
And to laugh at my misery! 
Now the hope of revenge alone 
Consoles my soul and makes me rejoice. 
 
 
- Lorenzo da Ponte, from Le Nozze di Figaro (trans. 
Kate Soper) 
VI. The Owl and the Wren: Lady Macduff 
 
(Text in tape all taken from Macbeth by William 
Shakespeare: largely unintelligible) 
 
At daylight's end, a little wren, 
In times corrupt and foul, 
With chicks alone, in her poor home, 
Is spotted by an owl. 
 
Good Owl, says she, do pity me, 
And spare this humble nest. 
But he heeds not, he gives no thought 
To her defenselessness. 
 
Sir Owl, she cries, you'll be despised, 
For I have done no wrong! 
But he knows all the blameless fall, 
While murderers live on. 
 
Lulla, lulla, lullaby, lullaby 
Lulla, lulla, lullaby, lulla lulla lullaby. 
 
The Dane of Fife, he had a wife, 
And many pretty babes: 
He flew their nest, and they, bereft, 
Were by his fear betrayed. 
 
The Owl is fed, his claws are red 
The babes that you adore 
Their eyes are shut, their throats are cut 
You'll hear them sing no more. 
 
Oh God, say why he fled my side  
And left me to this fate  
They come anon, with daggers drawn 
They come, and we await. 
 
Lulla, lulla, lullaby, lullaby (etc) 
 
- Kate Soper 
VII. Her Voice is Full of Money (A Deathless Song): Daisy Buchanan 
 
Listen. 
I'm p-paralyzed with happiness! 
You remind me of an absolute rose. 
 
I looked outdoors…it's very romantic outdoors. 
There's a bird on the lawn – a nightingale – 
it's romantic, isn't is, Tom? 
 
You see 
I think everything's terrible. 
I know – I've been everywhere and seen everything and done everything. 
Sophisticated – God. 
 
Are you in love with me? 
These things excite me so… 
If you want to kiss me…let me know. 
Mention my name… 
I'm giving out cards… 
I'm having a marvelous time. 






One night five years before 
They turned towards each other 
He knew that when he kissed this girl 
His mind never again would be the mind of God. 
 
His heat beat faster – faster 
He waited…so he waited 
Listened a moment longer – he waited 
Then he kissed her. 
Then he kissed her. 
Then he kissed her. 
Then he kissed her. 
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Piano I played by vocalist (see notes for preparation)
Electronics TACIT until m.46
q»¡º•



























































































































I. Prelude: May Kasahara
Text: Kate Soper
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Pluck each note immediately
after it is depressed by vocalist
P
bass flute
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Remove preparation from low strings
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Scrape low string with coin or nail
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Have finger in place on
D2 string at node sounding



















































CUE 1b (spectdelay #2)
wine glass
p
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lightly run finger along string
(harmonic series will sound
as vocalist strikes key)
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CUE 3b (tape track 2: wine glass A5)
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CUE 3d (tape track 4: wine glass C6)
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FADE OUT signal, BEGIN PLAYBACK for "Movement II. Prelude"
Tutti freeze until after first sentence of tape "prelude to Mvt. II," then:
• Soprano move with mic to chair at center stage (cymbal to one side), take clarinet
• Piano II move to piano bench

































FADE OUT mvt. I tracks

















"She had had the best of everything, and had










Leave piano bench & move to chair at center stage, taking vocal mic.  Take CLARINET.
Adjust mic to amplify clarinet.
Move to piano bench.  Silently depress the indicated notes and hold in sost. pedal.
To toms
(Prelude continues - 0:59" total) "...between these four walls she had lived ever since.They were to surround her for the rest of her life."
End of prelude:
II. Isabel Archer: My Last Duchess
Text: Henry James (prelude)



































Begin immediately after end of prelude
Begin immediately after end of prelude
2 toms
Be ready with tape cues 1-15
(trigger on downbeat unless otherwise specified)
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TRACK 1: "That's my last duchess painted
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TRACK 2: "will it please
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Rapid bissbigliando with RH trill keys,
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TRACK 3: "Twas not her husband's presence only,
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5. TRACK 5: "She liked whatever she
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TRACK 6:  "Who'd stoop
to blame this sort of  trifling?"
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TRACK 7: "Even had you skill in speech to make your will quite clear to such a one, and say 'just this or that in you disgusts me'"
pizz.
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TRACK 8:  "Even then would be some stooping, and I choose never to stoop. "
G
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9.  "She smiled, no doubt, whenever I passed her--"



































































































TRACK 9: "She smiled, no doubt, whenever I passed her--but who passed without much the same smile?"
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TRACK 13: "There she stands, as if  alive."
!
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(spoken) "If I like my cage, that needn't trouble you."






¿ ¿ ¿ ¿
scrape low string w coin
(for duration of last spoken sentence)
ATTACCA
MVT. III





















































































































































































































Loop until ensemble is in place
take clarinet
Take thimble gloves; position cymbal and vocal mic.
f
take flute
Loop until ensemble is in place
(Electronics TACIT until m.27)
* "Iphigenia" pronounced "f=Ñb=Çw!=å~f=]"
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Drum fingers (with thimbles) together into mic
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Tap thimbles on surface
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scrape release palm hit scrape underneath release
ord.
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Rush him with mer cy
x ¡
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Play notes in any order, rhythm irregular
Continue until soprano cues next chord





OUT OF TIME until m.49
Vocalist cues each measure (5-10" each)
Repeat figure ad lib.
gliss. Continue glissing until soprano cues next chord
Swell slowly between pp and P





















Swell slowly between pp and P
Swell slowly between pp and P
Swell slowly between pp and P



























































Repeat figure ad lib.
Swell slowly between pp and P
Swell slowly between pp and P
Swell slowly between pp and P
w#
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soprano cues next chord
Repeat figure ad lib.
Swell slowly between pp and P
~f
˙ .˙
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Back in time (q»¢™)
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ƒ vary pitch microtonally
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rigg ing my nets
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Í Í ÍÍ Í
Drum fingers together
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act meets an ac tion
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During repeats, rise from chair and walk with
vocal mic to percussion setup at back of stage
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°  sempre (sost.)
Arrive at mvt. IV percussion station at back of stage, near percussionist:











"Des journaux de Lucille Duplessis,
dix-sept cent quatre-vingt huit,
Samedi le vingt-six Julliet."
Annunciatory












































































q = 60 All text spoken, using normal speech rhythms.  Each section of text
should begin in the measure in which it is written but will end ad lib.
depending on speed of speech.  Moments in which a word must be
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pluck damp
"Je suis comme une personne dont l'esprit est absent."
Listlessly, haltingly
Sandpaper
Hold up to mic and rub in rhythm with speech
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pluck
pizz.
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take flute
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Lightly touch node to produce
B4 as a harmonic (node marked with
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block strings completely with finger (press down hard)
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"Ce que je ferais si j'étais à sa place."
to cymbal
Brightly, energetically
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"je      n'attendrais      pas    le    moment   où      une     populace     
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take mute
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j'irais          au         pied         de            cet        autel,                            prier          le             grand            maître               de              l'univers!"
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"Voilà    minuit      qui     sonne..."
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gliss. black keys (final note approx.)
gliss. white keys (final note approx.)
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growl (extreme bow pressure, pitchless)
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do not let ring
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"et     que    les vents   la  disperse  par toute  la tere."
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V. Mad Scene: Madame Bovary
Text: Gustave Flaubert
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Baritone (preferably performed by electronics player):
rise unobtrusively and prepare to burst into song.
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Look wildly around ensemble/stage/audience:




Baritone/piano part from m.51 al fin:
from recit/aria "Hai già vinta la causa ...Vedrò mentr'io sospiro,"
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move in and out
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VI. Lady MacDuff: The Owl and the Wren
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Elec.:  Max patch: microtonally glissing vocoder.
            Adjust effect level from zero to extreme
            using graph as guideline 
Somewhat colorlessly: tuneful but with minimal vibrato.
Tape/electronics cued/mixed
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œ# jœ œ jœ œ Œ
jœ3 3 3
spot ted by an owl. "Goodœ Œ Œ œ





Œ jœ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ
3 3
œ
jœ œ# jœ œ œ œ œ jœ




œ Œ Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3
- - - - -
























owl" says she, "do pi ty me, and11 œ Œ Œ œ
11




Œ jœ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ jœ
3 3 3
œ








œ jœ œ jœ œ Œ jœ
3 3 3
spare this lit tle nest." Heœ Œ Œ œ




œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3 3






Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ œ Œ Jœ
3 3 3
œ# jœ œ jœ œ#
jœ œ jœ3 3 3 3
heeds her not, he has no thought forœ Œ Œ œ
œ Œ œ œ œ Jœ œ
3
3
jœ ‰ Œ jœ œ ‰ œ Œ
3 3
œ œ





œ ‰ œ œ Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3 3
œ# jœ œ jœ œ Œ
3 3
her de fense less ness.œ Œ Œ œ




Œ jœ œ ‰ œ Œ Œ jœ
3 3 3
œ




œ Œ jœ œ ‰ œ Œ3 3
!
œ Œ Œ œ




œ ‰ œ Œ Œ jœ jœ ‰
3 3





Œ jœ œ ‰ œ Ó3 3
FADE UP TRACK 1
(Distorted voice:
"Lady Macbeth 2")
- - - - -






































16 œ Œ Œ œ
16 Œ Œ œ œ œ Jœ Œ
3
3














Œ œ œ œ Jœ
3
3








œ jœ# œ jœ œ Jœ œ Jœ
3 3 3
3
owl," she cries, "you'll be des pised, forœ Œ Œ œ
œ œ œ œ jœ œ jœ œ œ œ
3 3 3
3
œ ‰ œ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ3 3










œ Jœ œ Jœ œ Œ jœ
3 3 3
I have done no wrong." Butœ Œ Œ œ
œ# Jœ œ Jœ œ# œ œ œ# Jœ
3 3 3 3
Œ jœ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ
3 3










œ# jœ œ jœ œ# jœ œ jœ
3 3 3 3
he knows all the blame less fall, whileœ Œ Œ œ
jœ ‰ Œ Œ œ# œ œ Jœ3
3
Œ jœ œ ‰ œ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰
3 3 3
.˙ Œ œ# œ3
Œ œœœœ Œ
œœœœ
Œ œ Œ Œ jœ3
 p  sempre
 p  sempre
ø
--






































œ# jœ œ jœ œ Œ
3 3
mur der ers live on.21 œ Œ Œ œ
21 œ Jœ œ œ# œ œ Œ œ œ
3 3 3
Œ œ œ Jœ ‰ Œ jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3 3




21 œ ‰ œ Œ œ Œ3
21
21
FADE UP TRACK 2
(Distorted voice: "Lady Macbeth 2"
 p  sempre
!
œ Œ Œ œ
œ Jœ œ Jœ œ œ# œ œ
3 3 3
jœ ‰ Œ œ œ Jœ ‰ Œ jœ
3 3





Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ Œ œ
3 3
!
œ Œ Œ œ
Œ œ# œ œ Jœ œ Jœ œ œ œ3
3 3 3
œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ œ œ Jœ ‰
3 3




Œ Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ Œ
3 3
!
œ Œ Œ œ
œ Œ œ# œ œ Jœ Œ3
3
Œ œ ‰ œ Œ Œ œ œ
3 3





œ Œ Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3
!
œ Œ Œ œ
Œ œ# œ œ Œ œ œ œ Jœ3 3
3
Jœ ‰ Œ œ ‰ œ Œ
3
Œ Œ œ# œ jœ ‰ Œ œ# œ3 3
Œ œœœœ Œ
œœœœ




Œ Œ œ# œ
3






































27 œ jœ œ# jœ œ# jœ œ
3 3 3
Lu lla lu lla lu lla bye,27 œ Œ Œ œ
27 œ Jœ œ# Jœ œ# Jœ œ
3 3 3














 p  sempre
p
 p  sempre
œ œ# jœ ˙
3
lul la byeœ Œ Œ œ
œ œ œ œ Jœ œ Œ
3
3
jœ ‰ Œ Œ jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3










œ jœ œ# jœ œ# jœ œ
3 3 3
Lu la lu la lu la byeœ Œ Œ œ
œ Jœ œ# Jœ œ# Jœ œ
3 3 3
jœ ‰ Œ Œ jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3






œ Œ Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3
 p  sempre
œ ˙# œ jœ
3
Lu laœ Œ Œ œ
œ Œ œ œ œ# Jœ œ#
3 3
jœ ‰ Œ Œ œ ‰ œ
3





œ Œ Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3
œ jœ œ jœ ˙
3 3
lu la lu la bye.œ Œ Œ œ
Œ œ œ œ# Jœ œ# Œ œ œ
3 3 3
jœ ‰ Œ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰
3





Œ Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ Œ
3 3
- - -- -- - - - - -- -- - - - - -





















32 œ Œ Œ œ
32 œ# Jœ œ# Œ œ œ œ# Jœ
3 3 3
Œ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ
3
œ# œ œ œ





32 Œ jœ œ ‰ œ Œ Œ jœ3 3 3
32
32
FADE UP TRACK 3
(Distorted voice: "Witches 1")
!
œ Œ Œ œ
œ# Œ œ œ œ# Jœ œ#
3 3
œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ œ ‰ œ
3 3





œ ‰ œ Œ Œ jœ œ ‰ œ3 3 3
!
œ Œ Œ œ
Œ œ œ œ# Jœ œ# Œ œ œ
3 3 3
jœ ‰ Œ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰
3





Œ Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ Œ
3 3
Ó Œ Œ jœ3
Theœ Œ Œ œ
œ# Jœ œ# Œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3
Œ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ
3
œ# œ œ œ





Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ Œ Œ Jœ
3 3 3





Dane of Fife, he had a wife, andœ Œ Œ œ
œ# œ œ œ Jœ œ# Jœ œ Jœ
3 3 3 3
Œ jœ œ ‰ œ jœ ‰ Œ3 3





œ Œ Œ Jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3
STOP TRACK 3
 p  sempre





























man y pret ty babes: he37
œ Œ Œ œ
37
















































3 3 3 3
fled their nest, and they, be reft, were




















































by his fear be trayed. The


























































owl is fed, his claws are red, the













































ones that you a dored, their











œ œ ‰ œ œ ‰ œ œ ‰ œ

























































































3 3 3 3
eyes are shut, their throats are cut, you'll42






































œ ‰ œ œ ‰ œ œ ‰ œ œ ‰ œ















hear them sing no more.









































































God, say why he fled my side and






































left me to this fate? They


























œ œ ‰ œ Œ
3 3




















œ# jœ œ jœ œ# jœ œ
3 3 3
come a non, with dag gers drawn47 œ Œ Œ œ
Ó ˙̇̇˙µ
K










(lightly damp fingerboard so that no pitch sounds)
tenor sax
FADE UP TRACK 4

























































Ó Œ Œ jœ
3
theyœ Œ Œ œ
wwww#













Fade TRACK 4 to background level
w#
comeœ Œ Œ œ
rœœœœ ‰ . Œ œ# jœ œ# jœ
3 3
jœ ‰ Œ œ œ œ Jœ Œ
3




Œ Œ J¿+ ¿+ ‰ ¡ Œ3 3
norm.
p
 p  sempre
 p  sempre




































they53 œ Œ Œ œ
Ó Œ œ# jœ3
Ó Œ œ œ œ Jœ
3
3
œ œ# œ Œ Ó3
53 Ó œœœœ
œœœœ




 p  sempre
œ# jœ .˙
3
come they comeœ Œ Œ œ
œ# jœ Œ Ó
3
Ó Œ Œ œ œ3
Œ jœ œ œ# œ Ó3
3
Ó Œ œœœœ
Ó Œ Œ J¿+
3
œ jœ œ œ jœ œ
3 3
and we a waitœ Œ Œ œ
œ# jœ œ# jœ Ó
3 3
œ Jœ Œ Ó
3
Œ Œ jœ œ œ# œ Œ3
3
œœœœ Œ Ó
¿+ ‰ ¡ Œ Ó
3
w
œ Œ Œ œ
Œ œ# jœ œ# jœ Œ
3 3
Œ œ œ œ Jœ Ó
3
3




Œ J¿+ ¿+ ‰ ¡ Ó3 3
Fade up TRACK 4 up
!
œ Œ Œ œ
Œ œ# jœ œ# jœ Œ
3 3
Œ œ œ œ Jœ Ó
3
3




Œ J¿+ ¿+ ‰ ¡ Ó
3 3
!
œ Œ Œ œ
Œ œ# jœ œ# jœ Œ
3 3









Œ J¿+ ¿+ ‰ ¡ Œ Œ J¿+
3 3 3
-






































59 œ Œ œ
œ# jœ œ# jœ œ jœ
3 3 3
œ Jœ Œ Œ œ œ
3
3









œ jœ œ# jœ œ# jœ œ
3 3 3
Lu la lu la lu la bye,œ Œ Œ œ
œ jœ œ# jœ ˙#
3 3
œ Œ Œ jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3









Keep TRACK 4 at same level as
sop. amplification al fin.
œ œ# jœ ˙
3
lu la byeœ Œ Œ œ
œ œ# œ œ œ Jœ œ# Jœ3
3
3
jœ ‰ Œ Œ jœ œ ‰ œ
3 3









œ jœ œ# jœ œ# jœ œ
3 3 3
Lu la lu la lu la bye,œ Œ Œ œ
˙ ˙̇˙k









turn back to keyboard
take metal mute













˙ œ jœ œ jœ
3 3










- - -- -- - - --- - - -




















œ jœ œ jœ œ Œ
3 3














































STOP MVT. VI MAX PATCH
LOAD MVT. VII MAX PATCH
!






































































































































metal mute sul pont. sempre III
speak into flute whistle tone
molto sul pont
(pitch will be distorted)
air
Í
rapid tonguing, ppp possilbe
(let sound come in and out)
(play keyboard with pinkies and thumbs)













MVT. VII MAX PATCH: perc. samples triggered by vocal mic
SOUNDBANK 1 (soft ringing sounds)
* Speech rhythms should be as natural as possible while following written rhythms (sacrifice accuracy for naturalness).






























¿ ‰ . ¿ ¿
5
I'm p p




















breathy, girlish (not whispered)
breathy, girlish (not whispered)
(Electronics - soundbank triggered by sop. speech)
¿ ¿ ¿ ‰ Œ ‰ " . rK¿ ‰ " ¿ ¿3 3
pa ra lyzed with ha pi
¿ ¿ ¿ ‰ ‰
œ
œ
O O " .
RÔ
¿ ‰ " ¿ ¿3 3










































- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
VII. Her Voice is Full of Money (A Deathless Song): Daisy Buchanan



































































































































.¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ ¿
5:3
ness ha ha ha ha ha ha!
J































bow wood (air sound)
air
pin chimes











































‰ . ¿ ¿ .¿ ¿
5
you re mind me
œb
o
‰ ¿ ¿ .¿ ¿
5




























Œ $ ¿ ¿3
of an
œb œ $ ¿ ¿3
of an













































































































































.¿ ¿ ¿ Œ ® . .
j
¿ Ó
ab so lute rose.
¿ ¿ ¿ Œ ® .
R
¿











































Ñ ‰ jÑ Œ Ó


























rattle bolts (both hands)























































œb .œ œ œ
5
œ







































































" ¿ ¿ ‰ " . rK¿
ver y ro




















- - - - -
- - - -



















































































































































|||||||||||| ||||| |||||||||||||| || ||||||||||
~~~~~~~~
15
¿ ¿ ‰ " . ¿ ¿ Œ3
man tic out doors.












































































¿ " ¿ ¿ ¿
bird on the lawn
¿ " ¿ ¿ ¿



























































‰ ¿ ¿ " .j¿3
night en gale

































































- - - -
-- - - - -






































































































































































































































































is n't it, Tom?
œb












œb œ œ .œ
œ œ
5
















rapid tonguing, ppp possilbe





















































































































































































~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~keys ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~keys ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~keys 
|||||||||||||||||| ||||||| |||||||||||||| |||||||| |||||||||||||||||
28 .¿ ¿ ! ¿ ¿ ¿ ! ¿ ¿ ¿5 5 5
I think e very thing's terr i ble.
.¿ ¿ ! ¿ ¿ ¿ ! ¿ ¿ ¿5 5 5














































‰ . r¿ ¿ .¿ ¿ ¿ ‰ ¿3
I've seen e
.X@ ¿ ¿ .¿ ¿ ¿ ‰ ¿
3
I've seen e
.j‚ ! ˙̇b œœ&
.¿@ œb jœ œ œ jœ œ
5 3
"
r¿ ‰ . Ó Ñb°
?
"















¿ ¿ ¿ X@ jX@
very thing
jœœ ..œœ ‚fl ‚fl ‚fl !
3? &










.¿ ¿ ‰ ¿ ¿ .¿ ¿ ¿5 3 5
and done ev ery thing and
.¿ ¿ ‰ ¿ ¿ .¿ ¿ ¿5 3 5




















- - - - - -
-- - - - - -
















































































































































































































































































































let all notes ring sempre











- - - -








































































































things ex cite me so...
"
œ œ œ œ
œ#
œ











œ œ .œ œ œ






















































































































































































œb œ œ œ
œ
œ





















































































































































































































































œ œ .œ œ œ œ
3 6
œ

























































































































































































































































52 Œ ! .jœ œ œ#
.œ œ œ# œ œ œ# œ œ
6
œ .œ œ œ œ# .œ
œ œ œ
3
52 ‰ ! . rKœ œ .œ œ œ
œ œ# œ œb œ
5
52 ‰ œ œ





œb ® . œn œ ‰ œb ‰ ®
.Rœb
52 ‰ jœ@ œ











.œ œb œ œ jœ œ
3
lous time.
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ# œ œ .œ œ œb œ œ .œ œ œb
3 3
œ œ œ œ œ œb
œ œ œb œ
5
œ œ œ œ œ




œ œ œb ® .
œb œ ‰ Œ jœ !
œ œ œ œ
3
3
‰ ‰ rœ Ó
3






























- - - -


















































|||||||| ||||||||||||| | | | | |

















œ œ .œ œ Ó Œ ‰ jœ
!
!
RESTART MAX PATCH 
(percussionist's vocal mic)
Load SOUNDBANK 3, Max/MSP amplitude vibrato patch





œ œ .œ œb œ@ Jœ@
!
!Speak into cowbell/into mic
.œb œ Œ " œb œ œ œ œ œ
3
Ah Ah
‰ . Rœ œ Jœ ‰ ‰ Jœ
‰ œ œ rœ ‰ . " . œ œ œ
3
w






Œ .œ œ œ
°
œ3 5
.¿ ¿ Œ " ¿ ¿ ¿ ‰ r¿ ‰3














SOUNDBANK 3 (percussive sounds)
plus amplitude vibrato patch
speak normally within rhythms
mildly, with little expression




" jœ " . rKœ ® .
rœ3
!
‰ " . RÔ¿ J¿
before,
#P




















































||||||||||| ||||||| |||||||||||| ||||||||||| |||||||
60
.œb œ Œ ‰ œ œ
3
Ah
60 ‰ Jœ œ ! œ œ
3
! .jœb œ rœ ‰ .
60












.¿ ¿ Œ ‰ ¿ ¿3










œ œn .œ œ jœ
Rœ ‰ . Jœ






! . . RÔÔœ ‰










.œb œ Œ ! œb œ œ
Ah
œ œ œ œ œ
3





œ ® œ œb






.¿ ¿ Œ ! ¿ ¿ ¿





























































~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
||||||||||||| |||||||| ||||||||| ||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||
63
œ œ .œ œ œ œ œb
jœ œ
3
63 ! . œ œ œ .œ# ˙




63 ! . RÔœ ‰ œ# œ#
œ œ
.œb œ









! ¿ ! . ¿ ¿ ‰ J¿ ‰ ¿3



























œn rœ œ ! œ .œ œ .œ œ œ .œ œ
5 5
Ah




‰ ! . RÔœ
œ
œ œ Œ
œ# œ œ ®










¿ r¿ Œ ! ¿ .¿ ¿ .¿ ¿ ‰ ! . RÔ¿
5 5








































































66 œ .œ œ# ˙
œ# Rœ ‰ . Œ
66 ˙ Œ



































fast as poss. tonguing
sub. P
p
.œ œ Œ ! œ œ œ
Ah Ah.˙
Œ ‰ jœ œ
.˙





.¿ ¿ Œ ! ¿ ¿ ¿





tenor sax fast as poss. tonguing
F p

































































|||||||| ||||| |||||||||||||||||| |||||||| ||||||||||||





œ œ .œ .œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ
70 .˙
70 ® . œ
œ
œ œ








! .¿ ¿ Œ ‰ ¿ ¿5 3








f œ œ# .œ œ Jœ
Jœ ‰ J
œ#





































.¿ ¿ Œ ‰ j¿ ¿ ¿ ¿3












- - - -


















































73 œ œ œ .œ œ œ3









œ œœ ..œœ œœœ5
3
® . RÔÔœ






œ œ œ Jœ Œ3
Jœ ‰ ‰ Jœ œ
˙b œ
œ œ .œ ˙























‰ œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ5
Ah
.œ œ œ œb œ œ
œ œ# œ œ œ
5


































‰ ¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ .¿ ¿ ¿5











































76 Œ ‰ Jœ œ œ .œ œ
3Ah
76 œ .œ œ œ œ# œ œ# œ œ " Œ
5
.œ œ œ œb œ
œ œ .œ œ Rœ œ
3
5
























‰ ‰ Rœ œ œ œ œb œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3
5 3 6
.œ œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ .œ .œ œ






































































78 Œ . Jœ œ œ
Ah
78 œ .œ œ œ̆ ! Œ ‰


















P œ œ .œ œ œ Rœ ‰ .
! œ œ œ# œ# œn




œ .œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ# !





.˙ Rœ ‰ .
















! Jœb & ?


























Prepare to play TAPE CUE 1


















































81 .œ œ œ œ œ œ
3
81





























‰ $ Rœ ‰ jœ
.¿@ ¿@
pin chimes
˙ Rœ ‰ . Œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ® ® œ œb œ œ




œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ .œ œ




˙ Rœ ‰ . Œ









































































84 œ " ® œb œ œ œ œ Rœ ‰ .
6





















œ œ œ .œ œ œb œ œ œ œ œ
3 5




















œ Rœ ‰ . Œ
œ œ ® ® œ œb
œ œ œ œ œ ‰ œ œ œ œ ®
œ œ ®
œ œ œb œ œ
3 5
3 6
œ œb œ œ .œ œ " œ œb œ œ œ
œ5
7









" œ œ " . œb
5
3?

















































87 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œb rœ ‰ .
3 6
Rœ ‰ . œ
87 ˙














œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ
®œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œb œ
6 6 6

















Cue TAPE TRACK 1 (distorted voice)





(Tape) "Her           voice is full of money."
Rœ ‰ . Œ Ó
.œ œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ3 3
5
œ .œ œb œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ?
Rœ ‰ . Œ Ó
Jœœ œ œb Œ ‰ " . RÔœœ
5
#
rÑ ‰ . Œ ‰
take violin
° sempre







take metal violin mute
#
.˙ .œ œ
œ œ .œ œ ˙
#




















































































































rÑ ‰ . Œ Ó Œ
rapid tonguing
(air only)








Cue TAPE TRACK 2





‰ . Œ Ó Œ
R











VII. Her Voice is Full of Money (A Deathless Song): Daisy Buchanan124
